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pulling together. It’s what we do.
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As we reflect on 2008, we will remember it as a year of
change. While a groundbreaking presidential race ushered in
a new administration, the economy began an almost unprecedented decline. The landscape continues to shift, and all of us
face tremendous uncertainty in today’s market. In the pages
ahead, we’ll tell you about some of the things we’re doing
as a firm to help our clients navigate these new realities.

This year marks 90 years since Pullman &
Comley first opened its doors as part of
the Connecticut legal community. In 1919,
one world war had just ended, women
were on the verge of the right to vote and
Prohibition was beginning – yet our
founders could not imagine what still lay
ahead. Over the next 90 years, we would
weather the many storms of the 20th
century and beyond – times of social
upheaval and unrest, times of renewal and
growth. The original Pullman & Comley
partners would be stunned by today’s
technology and the vast array of resources
we use to stay ahead of our clients’ needs
in an increasingly complex, interconnected
global economy. As we approach our
centennial, we are extremely proud of our
firm’s history, and committed to building on
that legacy in the years to come.

We’ve refocused some of our practice areas, and established
some new ones, to address both the perils and the opportunities
of the current economy. Over the past year, we were able to
help clients develop and expand their businesses,
build much-needed health care facilities and
support emerging growth areas like clean energy.
But while many things have changed, some
important things haven’t.
At Pullman & Comley, we remain committed
to you, our clients, to our community and to each other.
Our reputation as one of New England’s preeminent law
firms has been built by every
member of our firm. We take
great pride in working
together to produce excellent

chairman’s

message

results for our clients, and in
contributing to the communities in which we live and work.
Law Firm Alliance
One way we serve clients with global
needs is through our active membership
in the Law Firm Alliance, an international
affiliation of law firms, which gives
our clients the advantage of local legal
knowledge and services throughout
the United States, Canada, Mexico and
the European Union.

That pride is apparent in our being named one of the
“Best Places to Work in Connecticut.” Our culture of pulling
together – through good times and bad – has been the
foundation of our growth over the past 90 years, and we are
confident in our ability to help you meet the challenges
that lie ahead.

D. Robert Morris, Chairman
Pullman & Comley, LLC
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One of
connecticut’s

best places
to work
In 2009, we are honored to have been
named one of the 25 Best Places to Work
in Connecticut by the Hartford Business
Journal and
Best Companies
Group. Our firm
was ranked fourth in the state in the
small/medium company category by a
state-wide survey and awards program

designed to identify, recognize and honor
the best places of employment in Connecticut.
The findings were based on an evaluation
of our workplace policies, practices and
demographics, as well as a survey of our
employees. Although we have grown
substantially over the years, we are proud
that we have retained a sense of family
and a positive work environment, and this
is affirmed by the satisfaction and longevity
of our staff.
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New
generating
progress for an
advanced electricity
project

professional
liability

practice

In 2007, Kleen Energy Systems, LLC was awarded a substantial contract
by the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control to alleviate electrical
congestion in Connecticut. In 2008, Pullman & Comley defended the Kleen
Energy project against challenges by unsuccessful bidders and succeeded in
having its contract upheld by the Connecticut courts. As a result, consumers
in Connecticut should notice a decrease in their electrical bills when the
project comes online by the end of 2010.

ProjectFinance

Once the contracts were secured, the Kleen
Energy project began its construction and
North American Single Asset
looked to secure construction financing.
Power Deal of the Year 2008
We assisted in the closing of debt and equity
transactions through Goldman Sachs Credit Partners and Energy Investors
Funds valued at more than $1.3 billion that will allow for the construction
and long-term financing of a 620 megawatt dual fuel-fired electric
generation project in Middletown, Connecticut, the most advanced and
environmentally sophisticated baseload electric generation unit in the state.
The Kleen Energy project was recognized as the North American Single
Asset Power Deal of the Year for 2008 by Project Finance magazine.
“The lawyers at Pullman & Comley have advised us on every facet
of development and financing of the Kleen Energy project. They have
represented us through the entire project permitting process and
the DPUC process. Pullman defended Kleen through post-RFP and
other litigation proceedings and has provided valuable advice on
other business, tax and real estate matters along the way. It is truly
a ‘full service’ law firm with a sensitivity for their clients’ operations
and budget. I recommend them to everyone except our competition.”

David Atkins
and Marcy Tench Stovall
Professional Liability

David Atkins joined our firm
in 2008 as chair of our new Professional Liability practice. Working
with Attorney Marcy Tench Stovall,
David represents attorneys, law
firms, accountants, corporate legal
departments, physicians and other
professionals in regulatory compliance, licensing, risk management,
disciplinary proceedings and
litigation, including the defense of
malpractice claims.

– Bill Corvo
Kleen Energy Systems
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building A gem
IN A challenging
Economy

Over the past several years, we have worked closely with the renowned Kiam
family in divesting their interests in selected consumer and industrial lines,
while expanding other business ventures. In 2008, we helped them concentrate
their focus on their lia sophia jewelry business, working with lia sophia’s
management to structure the company for expansion, supporting its mission to
“Share the Love of Jewelry.”®
The entire Kiam organization reflects founder Victor Kiam’s commitment to
customer satisfaction, and that legacy infuses lia sophia jewelry. “Their business
model is also designed around the talents of women,” notes Attorney Nancy
Hancock. “lia sophia is a company devoted to empowering women.”

“We appreciate Nancy Hancock’s in-depth knowledge
of our business and the law, as well as her common
sense and accessibility.”
– Tory Kiam, President
lia sophia
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putting WIRELESS
ENTRY in their

POCKET
Working closely with Pocket Communications, the most recent entrant
to the Connecticut wireless market, we successfully gained approvals for
more than 125 cell antennas and numerous rooftop
installations. In addition, we are currently assisting
Pocket with regulatory issues at the Department of
Public Utility Control including interconnection with AT&T and the
introduction of new area codes in Connecticut.
The teamwork among our Telecommunications practice group, Pocket
Communications and its vendors has played a key role in expediting the
work and supporting Pocket’s growth.

congratulations

“Pullman & Comley has been an integral part of Pocket’s recent
deployment in the southern New England area. They have proven
invaluable with all regulatory and legal matters on our network
deployment. We look forward to continuing to partner with
Pullman as we develop and grow our business.”
– Rocky Crossland, Chief Operating Officer - Northeast
Pocket Communications

We are proud to announce
that Bill Wenzel, an attorney with
our firm for more than 20 years,
was confirmed in 2009 by the
Connecticut General Assembly as
a Judge of the Connecticut Superior
Court. He follows in the footsteps
of such notable Pullman & Comley

Cross-Practice

teamwork
remediates
a costly issue

alumni as the Honorable William
B. Rush, Superior Court Judge; the
Honorable Edgar W. Bassick III,
former Superior Court Judge; and
the Honorable Raymond Baldwin,
former Chief Justice of the
Connecticut Supreme Court.
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When a seller of a former industrial site failed to complete the
environmental remediation and demolition obligations of
its purchase and sale agreement, the buyer, HH East
Parcel, LLC, turned to us for a solution. Our team,
which included Commercial Real Estate, Litigation
and Appellate Law attorneys, quickly organized an
arbitration and proved the seller’s breach, securing
an award requiring the seller to complete the
remediation and demolition immediately and pay a multi-million
dollar liquidated damages sum to our client for its delay. When
the seller then appealed the award to the Connecticut Supreme
Court, we persuaded the Court to uphold the liquidated damages
provision and affirm the full amount of the arbitrator’s award – and
the more than $4 million judgment – in favor of our client.
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Good developments
in multifaceted

litigation

New
equine and
agribusiness

practice

Doug Dubitsky
Equine & Agribusiness Law

In 2008, we successfully completed a trial over the rights to develop
a mixed-use waterfront parcel along the Connecticut coastline.
The multifaceted lawsuit involved the rights to
control the development company, whether one
of its former members had breached a severance
agreement, and whether the development
company had to repay loans that were
reportedly incurred by that individual. Because
of the case’s many cross-claims, it was assigned
to Connecticut’s Complex Litigation Docket.
We defended the development company from
an onslaught of pleadings from its ex-member and his lenders, while
at the same time prosecuting counterclaims against the same parties.
After a lengthy trial, the court ruled in favor of our client, reaffirming
its sole control of the project, absolving it of any obligation to pay
the ex-member due to his multiple contract breaches and ordering
the ex-member and his development company to reimburse our
client more than $500,000 in legal fees.

Doug Dubitsky joined Pullman
& Comley in 2008, and leads the
firm’s new Equine & Agribusiness
Law practice. He provides legal
counsel on the laws and regulations
relating to horses and agriculture,
serving horse owners and professionals, trainers, stables, farms and
other agricultural businesses.
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ENSURING
fair secondary market
practices
Our client, Symetra Life Insurance Company, was facing an increase
in business risks and expenses caused by a secondary market finance
company’s practice of using arbitration to
circumvent state regulations to effectuate
transfers of structured settlement annuity
payment rights. In a U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Texas trial, the court concluded that the defendant’s
use of arbitration violated statutes enacted in 46 states to regulate such
transactions. As a result, we secured a permanent injunction prohibiting
the defendant’s use of these business practices. We are currently defending
this decision in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

www.pullcom.com
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Staying ahead of our clients’ needs

I

securing fair

property tax
assessments

n these uncertain times, both
individuals and organizations face
a host of challenges in responding
to economic conditions and a
changing regulatory environment.
We have developed specific practice
areas to help our clients stay current on key issues and determine
their most effective strategies.

The firm’s Property Valuation attorneys are recognized for their deep
knowledge of property valuation, both in tax appeals and in eminent
domain cases. By helping our clients ensure that their properties
are fairly valued, we save commercial property owners and tenants
throughout Connecticut millions of dollars each year in local ad valorem
taxes and recover additional monies for inadequate condemnation
awards, especially important with the rapid decline of the economy
over the past year.

skilled In

LABOR AND
employment LAW
Our Labor and Employment practice has aggressively guided
clients on the many challenging issues employers face in the
economic downturn, including force reductions, furloughs and compensation
adjustments. We also advise on how to comply with new and anticipated
regulatory changes under the Obama administration, such as the COBRA
continuation subsidy rules and the proposed Employee Free Choice Act.
In the changing area of immigration law, we educate clients on compliance
in employment verification, including E-Verify and Social Security no-match
letters, for example, as well as on readiness and response tactics for
government enforcement efforts. We also help obtain foreign worker visas.
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n a well-publicized case, we
are serving as co-counsel representing the pension funds of the
town of Fairfield, Connecticut,
which reported $42 million in
losses in Bernard Madoff’s Ponzi
scheme. The town and the pension
funds have commenced litigation
against various defendants, including Bernard Madoff and members
of his family, the pension funds’
former investment advisor, the investment funds through which the
pension funds actually made their
investments, various principals of
those investment funds, the auditor of one of those investment
funds and a so-called “feeder fund”
that facilitated the Ponzi scheme.
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financial

restructuring
In 2008, the firm reestablished its Financial Restructuring practice to
help address our clients’ needs in the face of the economic downturn.
We provide counsel on how to address the challenges – and make
the most of opportunities – that present themselves in today’s
uncertain economy. Services provided by this practice include bankruptcy, eviction, foreclosure, loan restructuring, loan refinancing,
conveyancing and closing services.
This practice uses an integrated approach, combining the talents and
experience of the firm’s Litigation, Finance, Real Estate, Bankruptcy,
Tax and Securities attorneys. Some of our recent work includes
representing several regional lending institutions in foreclosures of
multi-million dollar office buildings throughout Connecticut; conducting an orderly liquidation of a national cosmetic manufacturing
company that had lost its financing; representing an investor in the
acquisition of troubled golf courses, involving real estate, tax and
bankruptcy considerations; and reorganizing a national clothing
retailer in a Chapter 11 bankruptcy.

top employment
law blog
and more

Dan Schwartz has built
a strong following with his
Connecticut Employment Law Blog
(www.ctemploymentlawblog.com),
which was recently ranked by
Avvo.com as the labor/employment legal blog with the highest

clarifying

estate tax
changes

number of visitors. Other new
blogs authored by our attorneys
include Brad Mondschein’s
Green Energy and Development
Law Blog (www.greenenergyanddevelopmentlaw.com) and the

Our clients turn to our Trusts & Estates attorneys
for guidance on how changes in tax law enacted by
the new administration will affect their estate plans.
We continuously analyze tax law developments to
help our clients minimize the impact of transfer taxes
on gifts and inheritances for the benefit of their families
and chosen charities, and recommend specific estateplanning strategies that work best in today’s economy.
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Secondary Market Blog, (www.secondarymarketlaw.com) published
by Insurance Law attorneys Kathy
Scanlon and Peter Vodola.
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A multidisciplinary approach to health care

bonding
with connecticut
to finance new
hospital facilities

Our firm handled one of the Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities
Authority’s largest and most complicated transactions of 2008, serving as bond
counsel on its $175 million Variable Rate Demand Revenue Bonds, Saint Francis
Hospital Issue, Series F. The deal involved several substantive matters, including
the Hospital’s 501(c)(3) status, certain “qualified hedge”issues under the tax
code, disclosure matters related to ongoing litigation issues related to the
Hospital and various variable rate and reimbursement tax issues. Proceeds of
the issue were used to finance the construction of a new, nine-story, 318,000
square foot patient-care building for the Hospital that will include a new
emergency department, additional operating and recovery rooms as well as
more than 500 inpatient hospital rooms.

successfully

funding
a lifesaver
We recently acted as counsel to People’s United Bank, serving as co-lender
with Webster Bank, in a more than $42 million commercial mortgage loan
transaction for the developer of an entire city block in New Haven, Connecticut.
The loan financed the construction of three buildings for use by Yale-New Haven
Hospital in connection with its new Smilow Cancer Hospital project. Consisting
of a parking garage, a mixed-use retail/office building and an extended stay
residential building, the development is expected to be completed by early 2010.
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helping serve
the medically
underserved
As one of the largest community health centers in the state of Connecticut,
Optimus Health Care, Inc. provides care to the medically underserved from
12 service sites throughout Fairfield County. With the continued decline
in the economy and increase in the number of health care uninsured in
Connecticut, primary care “safety net” providers like Optimus play a vital
role in protecting the public health of our communities. We serve as general
counsel and represent Optimus in corporate, employment, litigation, real
estate, health care and other matters.
“We are very pleased to have Pullman & Comley serving as our general
counsel. The legal skills of the lawyers are top-notch, and they also have
made a real effort to understand our business and support the mission
of Optimus.”
– Ludwig Spinelli, President
Optimus Health Care, Inc.

treating

controversial
cases

First recognized in the Connecticut shore town of Lyme in the 1970s,
Lyme disease remains a poorly understood and contentious condition.
As the number of cases continues to grow, the medical community is
sharply divided on its diagnosis and treatment. In a case ongoing since
2006, we represent a physician brought before the Connecticut Medical
Examining Board on charges of improperly diagnosing and treating
Lyme disease. The doctor, who strongly believes in long-term antibiotic
treatment, and his case have made national news and are among the
subjects of an award-winning documentary film,“Under Our Skin .”
TM
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Bridgeport
850 Main Street
P.O. Box 7006
Bridgeport, CT 06601-7006
tel. 203-330-2000
fax.203-576-8888
Hartford
90 State House Square
Hartford, CT 06103-3702
tel. 860-424-4300
fax.860-424-4370
Stamford
Four Stamford Plaza
107 Elm Street, 4th Floor
Stamford, CT 06902-3834
tel. 203-324-5000
fax.203-363-8659
Westport
253 Post Road West
P.O. Box 3180
Westport, CT 06880-8180
tel. 203-254-5000
fax.203-254-5070
White Plains
50 Main Street
White Plains, NY 10606-1900
tel. 914-682-6895
fax.914-682-6894
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